PETRON PLUS™ Formula 7
Ulsd All Season Diesel Fuel
Conditioner with Lubricity

SolidsTeflon, Moly,
Graphite, PTFE,
Copper, Lead,
Silver

The picture (above) resembles the metal surface in your engine.
The Petron Plus™ Formula 7 molecules (as shown above on the
right) are very small, 0.1 micron in size compared to solid additives
(i.e. Teflon, PTFE, Moly, Graphite, Copper, Silver, Lead, etc.) that
range from 2.0 to 10.0 microns in size. This allows Petron Plus™
Formula 7 to penetrate every crevice in an engine or gear. If we
could look at the metal surface in your engines or gearboxes, it
would look like the Rocky Mountains, with hills and valleys as
shown. The minute size of the Petron Plus™ Formula 7 molecules
allows it to be very dense. This in turn allows Petron Plus™ Formula 7 to completely fill each engine pour of the metal and completely
cover the engine or gears surface, preventing corrosion and rust,
and reducing friction between metal-to-metal contact.
The negative charge of the Petron Plus™ Formula 7 molecule is
what gives it staying power. Metal becomes positively charged
when heated, so the negative charge of Petron Plus™ Formula 7
creates a magnetic bond that creates a high shear strength layer
of lubricant that even advanced oils can’t match.

Part No. 20100
Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) fuel will help reduce
emissions, but it will also lead to many more
consequences in your vehicle. The most obvious
problems are higher fuel costs, lower lubricity, lower
BTU’s which means less energy and power, lower
mileage, less stable fuel, and more deposits in the fuel
systems.
Petron Plus™ ULSD All Season Diesel Fuel Conditioner with
Lubricity 20100 is a premium diesel fuel supplement package.
Today’s diesel engines have to meet rigid standards for both fuel
economy and emissions control. As a result, modern engines
operate in highly sensitive environments.
Deposits anywhere in the intake system can cause driveability
problems. Thus, the need for a superior deposit control product like
20100 is even greater.
This product helps clean engine deposits from fuel injectors, and
ring belt area; thereby restoring engine performance, increasing fuel
economy, smoothing out rough idling, and protects against rust and
corrosion.
If used on a regular basis (once every oil change), it will help control
deposit build-up.
Product 20100 will treat 20 gallons of diesel fuel.

PETRON PLUS™ Formula 7
Ulsd All Season Diesel Fuel
Conditioner with Lubricity
Part No. 20150
Petron Plus™ Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD)
fuel conditioner is a more concentrated product
than the 20100. It will help reduce emissions, plus
it will also help solve many more problems in your
vehicles fuel system. The most obvious problems
are higher fuel costs, lower lubricity, lower BTU’s which means
less energy and power, lower mileage, less stable fuel, and more
deposits in the fuel systems.
Petron Plus™ ULSD All Season Diesel Fuel Conditioner with Lubricity
20150, 20175 & 52051 are premium diesel fuel supplement package.
Today’s diesel engines have to meet rigid standards for both fuel
economy and emissions control. As a result, modern engines
operate in highly sensitive environments.
Deposits anywhere in the intake system can cause driveability
problems. Thus, the need for a superior deposit control product like
20150 is even greater.
These product helps clean engine deposits from fuel injectors, and
ring belt area; thereby restoring engine performance, increasing fuel
economy, smoothing out rough idling, and protects against rust and
corrosion.
If used on a regular basis (once every oil change), it will help control
deposit build-up.
Treats Gallons of Diesel Fuel
		
WINTER
SUMMER
32 oz.
250 gallons
500 gallons
1 gallon
1,000 gallons
2,000 gallons

Petron Plus™
Automatic Transmission Supplement
Part No. 14000
• Formulated for all automatic transmissions from the
highest quality petroleum base stocks and fortified
with Petron Plus™ Formula 7 to enhance oxidation
resistance and provide maximum protection
against wear, rust and corrosion
• Multi-purpose, super lubricant for general
maintenance use from automotive, truck to
heavy industrial fleet applications
• Super lubricating film that coats and
penetrates metal surfaces to provide the
longest lasting lubricating action
• Promotes smoother, faster shifting and helps
extend transmission life and reduce operating
temperature
• All manual transmissions that use ATF

Petron Plus™
Power Steering Fluid and Supplement
Part No. 14010
• Formulated for all power steering systems from
the highest quality petroleum and synthetic base
stocks
• Fortified with Petron Plus™ Formula 7 additive
to enhance oxidation resistance and provide
maximum protection against wear, rust and
corrosion
• A super lubricating film that coats and
penetrates metal surfaces and provides the
longest-lasting lubricating action

PETRON PLUS™ Formula 7
4-Cycle Lube
Part No. 12127
Petron Plus™ Formula 7, 4-Cycle Lube is made
from a unique formulation of the highest quality
petroleum base stocks available fortified with
Petron Plus™ Formula 7 state of the art additive
technology to enhance oxidation resistance and
provide maximum protection against wear, rust,
and corrosion in 4-cycle engines.
Petron Plus™ 4-Cycle Lube is a multi-purpose
super lubricant designed for 4-cycle engines. It
is designed to help increase engine operating life,
helps increase horsepower and performance output, helps increase
gas mileage, and helps lower operating temperature,
It has a super lubricating film that coats and penetrates metal surfaces
to help provide the longest-lasting lubricating action available.
Petron Plus™ 4-Cycle Lube can be used in any 4-cycle motorcycle, or
any air-cooled 4-cycle engine on any kind of equipment or machinery.

The Proven Solution

The effectiveness of the patented Petron Plus™ formula had been
proven for over 30 years by independent laboratories and by leading
companies around the world. Just a few of the companies who have
used Petron Plus™/Petronomics products:
AT&T
Cargill
Boeing
General Electric
McDonnell Douglas
Lone Star Cement
Disney World
Morton Salt
Pacific Bell
New York City Transit
Rough Steel
Ford Motor Co.
US Navy
Koch Industries
Caesar’s Palace
Disneyland
UCLA
Cessna Aircraft Co.
McCall Pattern Co.
Kenworth Trucking
Lightnin (gear box co.)
Delphi
Otis Elevator
L.A. Public Schools
FAA (Federal Aviation Administration)
Raytheon Aircraft Co.
General Motors Corp.
Archer Daniels Midland
L.A. Dept. of Water & Power
British Nuclear Fuels

Rolls Royce Aerospace
NASA (EG&G) Kennedy Space Center
ESCO Co.
Tinker Air Force Base
British Aerospace
LA Super Shuttle
Collingwood Grain Co.
Anheuser Busch
Bosch Corp.
Warner Robbins A.F. Base
Henry Ford Hospital
Sony
Vauxhall Motor Co.
Halliburton
Olin Defense Systems
Black & Decker
Mercedes Benz Truck, UK
Jaguar Cars Ltd.
Massey-Ferguson
Fisher Nuts (P&G)
PSC (Potash Corp.)
Major Race Teams
Major Oil Companies
Keystone Cement Co.
Homeland Security
Westvaco Meade Paper
Ramstein Air Base, Germany
Interstate Brand Corp.
European Gas Turbines, LTD.
Jefferson/Smurfit Corp

Petron Plus™ = Protection, Performance & Profits
Our advanced lubrication technology can make the difference.
Petron Plus™ lubrication products are one of the easiest and most
cost-effective ways to improve performance and reduce mechanical
failure. Petron Plus™’ formula is a semi-synthetic based, modified
hydrocarbon molecule that bonds to metal surfaces and smoothes
them out, reducing the friction between them. Reduced friction
delivers a host of benefits that will pump up your bottom line:
• Helps to increase longer operating life
• Helps to decrease downtime
• Helps to lower maintenance expenses
• Helps increase horsepower and performance
• Helps lower energy/fuel consumption
• Helps increase lubricant life with less contamination
Petron Plus™ can be added to virtually any petroleum and most
synthetic oils, and with 30 years of use by leading companies, it’s
proven to work. So if you want greater protection, performance and
profit, get Petron Plus™.

A World Class Company

PATENTED

Fitness
for
Your Vehicle

We have distributors throughout the United States
and other parts of the world. We realize how important
it is to have products and/or a representative when
you need them. Other technical service personnel are
available at the Corporate Headquarters to answer
questions and make recommendations in all facets of
equipment lubrication and service.
For more information on Petron Plus™ and
Petronomics® products, and delivery, contact your
representative or visit our website.
Guaranteed...because we value your investment
as much as you do!

Lubricants for
Any Application:
• Engine Oils & Supplements
• Automotive Transmission &
Gear Box Products
• Fuel Supplements
• Air Conditioning & Cooling
System Products
• Automotive Lubes &
Cleaning Products
• Industrial Aerosol Products
• Industrial Transmission &
Gear Box Products
• Marine & Railroad Products

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grease Products
Hydraulic Products
Turbine Oils
Compressor Oils
Natural Gas Compressor Oils
Refrigeration Oils
Metalworking Products
Enviro Metalworking
Products
• Industrial Cleaning Products
• Food Grade Products
• 2-Cycle Products

PETRON PLUS™ GLOBAL, INC.
P.O. BOX 1906 • Hutchinson, KS 67504-1906
Ph: 620.663.1800 • Fax: 620.663.8560
www.petronplusglobal.com

Distributed By:

Call about the PetronPlus 5-year/100,000 mile
Limited Product Warranty

PETRON PLUS™ FORMULA 7
Super Concentrated Fuel System Cleaner,
from Fuel Tank, Multi-Port Injectors to
Combustion Chamber

Petron Plus™ Engine Conditioner
Part No. 12121

Part No. 20005
Petron Plus™ Super Concentrated Fuel System Cleaner,
from Fuel Tank, Multi Port Injectors to Combustion
Chamber is the latest technology and most concentrated
and powerful gasoline supplement package offered by
Petron Plus International, Inc.
This product helps clean carbon deposit build-up from
gasoline engine intake systems and combustion chambers to restore lost performance, power, and mileage;
thereby reducing the following: engine Knock, Ping,
Run-on, Octane Requirement, and Exhaust Emissions.
This product safely removes carbon deposits from
PVC system, injectors and combustion chambers, it
also reduces engine sludge, and prevents rust and
corrosion of the fuel system.
If used on a regular basis (once every oil change), this product will
help control deposit build-up.

Part No. 12123
• Formulated from the highest quality petroleum and
synthetic stocks
• Fortified with Petron Plus™ Formula 7 additive to
enhance oxidation resistance and provide maximum
protection against wear, rust and corrosion
• Super lubricating film that coats and penetrates
metal surfaces to provide the longest lasting
lubricating action

PROTECTION + PERFORMANCE = PROFIT
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Petron Plus™ Formula 7
Super Concentrated Fuel Injector
& Combustion Chamber Cleaner
Part No. 20000
Petron Plus™ Super Concentrated Fuel Injector &
Combustion Chamber Cleaner is a premium gasoline
supplement package.
Today’s gasoline engines have to meet rigid standards for both fuel economy and emissions control.
As a result, modern engines operate in highly sensitive environments.
Deposits anywhere in the intake system can cause driveability problems. Thus, the need for a superior deposit control product like 20000
is even greater.
This product helps clean engine deposits from intake valves and
ports, combustion chambers, fuel injectors, and/or carburetors; thereby restoring engine performance, increasing fuel economy, smoothing
out rough idling, and protects against rust and corrosion.
If used on a regular basis (once every oil change), it will help control
deposit build-up.

Racers and race teams from the
following organizations have used
Petron Plus™ products for years.

Petron Plus™ treats all of this:

Petron Plus™. It treats the metal, not the fluid.
The one difference that makes all the difference.

Petron Plus™
Industrial Super Lube

Petron Plus™
Weapon Oil

Part No. 12125
• Made from a unique formulation of the highest
quality petroleum base stocks available
• Fortified with Petron Plus™ Formula 7 additive
technology to enhance oxidation resistance
and maximum protection against wear, rust
and corrosion
• Multi-purpose super lubricant designed for general maintenance
use – from home to heavy industrial plant projects
• Non-flammable (500°), non-conductive, film coats and penetrates
metal surfaces to give longest-lasting lubrication action (up to ten
times the life of other products)
• Contains no CFC’s that deplete the ozone layer
• Can be used as a metalworking lube, way oil, or on any vehicle,
marine, sports gear or guns, chains, railroad equipment, farm
machinery, or earth-moving/off-road equipment
• Available as spray can, 2 oz. pocket pen and gallon jugs

Part No. 30008
• Recommended for use in all types of small
firearms
• Great for cleaning and lubricant applications
from pistols, to the bores on the largest rifles
and shotguns
• A light amber colored based lubricant with a
cleaning agent
• Oxidation and corrosion resistant as well as
rust inhibited with extreme pressure and antiwear properties
• Works ideal on weapons carried open in or
around fresh or ocean salt water
• Available in 2 oz. pocket pens

Petron Plus™
Hi-Temp E.P.
Lithium Complex Grease

Petron Plus™
Transmission and Gear Box Supplement
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Part No. 12116
• Formulated for gasoline and propane engines from the
highest quality synthetic base stocks
• Fortified with Petron Plus™ Formula 7 to enhance
oxidation resistance and provide maximum protection
against wear, rust and corrosion
• Super lubricating film that coats and penetrates metal
surfaces to provide the longest-lasting lubricating
action
• Excellent where extra lubrication, extreme wear and
rust-prevention is required
• General uses include cars, trucks, race cars, RV’s,
commercial fleets, earth-moving equipment, off-road
equipment, marine and agricultural equipment

IND

Petron Plus™
Hi-Performance Synthetic Engine Conditioner

Part No. 12128
• May be blended with synthetic, semi-synthetic and
mineral oils
• A viscosity index improver with Petron Plus™ antiwear
technology
• Formulated for older high mileage engines. May be
used in four, six, eight, ten cylinder gasoline and
diesel engines.
• Works great in industrial gear boxes, hydraulic
systems and automotive transmissions where
leakage in a problem
• Formulated to be used as an additive to lubricating
oil to increase oil pressure and raise viscosity with
minimal effect on low temperature fluidity
• Retards oil leakage and oil consumption and provides
additional antiwear and oxidation protection
• Compatible with all commercial motor oils
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Part No. 12122
• A unique formulation of the highest quality petroleum and
synthetic base stocks
• Fortified with Petron Plus™ Formula 7 to enhance
oxidation resistance and provide maximum protection
against wear, rust and corrosion
• Applications include diesel powered cars, trucks, RV’s,
commercial fleets, earth-moving equipment, off-road
equipment, marine and agricultural equipment

•

Petron Plus™ Diesel Engine Conditioner

Petron Plus™
Hi-Performance Engine Oil Stabilizer Plus
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• Formulated for gasoline and propane engines with the
highest quality petroleum and synthetic base stocks and
fortified with Petron Plus™ Formula 7 additives
• Enhances oxidation resistance and provides maximum
protection against wear, rust and corrosion
• Applications include gasoline and propane powered
vehicles – cars, trucks, RV’s, commercial fleets, earthmoving equipment, off-road equipment, marine and
agricultural equipment and race cars

Oil additives treat this:

• Great for industrial
applications, automotive and
industrial plain and antifriction bearings
• Ideal for hot or cold
environments, wet or dry
conditions, and light or heavy
loads
• Special extreme pressure
additives system yet contains
no heavy metals or chlorine
compounds
• Friendly to copper containing
components at high
temperature
• Excellent shear stable
product with extreme
pressure characteristics and
water resistance
• Recommended for on and
off-road equipment, fleet and
commercial applications
• Excellent mobility
characteristics at low
temperatures

Petron Plus™
Hi-Temp Marine Grease
• Premium grease for all
marine applications, lake or
salt water
• Also used as an automotive
and industrial grease with
excellent shear stability, load
carrying ability, water, rust
and oxidation resistance
• Free of heavy metals and
resists burning and exceeds
NLGI GC/LB (ASTM D-4950)
• Great for severe high
temperature applications,
with light or heavy loads, in
wet or dry conditions
• Complete with a 550+ degree
dropping point, a Timken OK
load of 65 lbs. and a weld
point of 620kg

Petron Plus™
Hi-Temp E.P.
Polyurea Grease

Petron Plus™
Hi-Temp E.P.
Food Grade Grease

• Great for industrial
applications on plain or
anti-friction bearings, hot or
cold environments, wet or dry
conditions, and with light or
heavy loads
• An environmentally friendly
grease for all seasons with
ashless organic thickener and
extreme pressure additives
system
• No heavy metals or chlorine
compounds
• Friendly to copper containing
components at high
temperature
• Highly recommended for on
and off-road equipment, fleet
and commercial applications
• Excellent mobility
characteristics at low
temperatures

• Engineered specifically for
the food processing and
packaging industry
• Approved by the USDA as an
H-1 lubricant for use in areas
where incidental contact with
food
• Works well in hot or cold
environments, wet or dry
conditions, and with light or
heavy loads
• Excellent shear stable product
with extreme pressure
characteristics and water
resistance

The above Trademarks are owned by the respective
organizations, and are not endorsing or recommending
the use of Petron Plus™ products.

